Revolutionary AccuLok™ Cover Design.
Finally, a Cover That Lasts!
Are you replacing your cover every few years because it is water
logged and too heavy to lift, even compromising the cover lifter? All
that water absorption also compromises the thermal qualities and
you end up with a soggy, bulky cover that no longer even insulates.
Hundred of dollars spent and you are forced to replace this with the
same design, same quality...until now!
PDC Spas is proud to offer the AccuLok™ cover with revolutionary
technology and a full 7 year warranty. Choose a quality built cover
that performs better, lasts longer and saves you money.

Lock In Heat, Lock Out Water. How We Do It.
Extensive research by PDC Spas to correct the traditional cover design and develop a cover
that is more thermally efficient and resistant to water vapor was a long task for this
manufacturer. Customers would comment and complain about heat escaping from the
cover center fold. Steam billowed out in the hinge / fold area causing unnecessary energy
consumption. The exclusive AccuLok™ hot tub cover design traps escaping heat, minimizing
heat loss and saving operating costs. A full 7" hem heat shield seamlessly surrounds the unit,
sewn from the top of the foam as opposed to the bottom. This traps escaping heat while
the insulating center pillow stops heat from radiating in the fold. The effect of this unique
design is documented with thermal imaging results, bright areas indicating escaping heat.

Traditional Design

AccuLok™ Design

Take a Look, Our Difference is Obvious
ONLY Acculok™ hot tub covers feature a unique layer of water vapor
barrier. Years of scientific research, thanks to PDC Spas, have resulted in
a cover that has 400% more resistance to
water vapor absorption than any other hot tub
cover on the market! Open the side zipper and
take a look at the inside core, AccuLok™ has a
heat sealed proprietary thick black plastic
barrier protecting the foam core, unlike most
standard covers using a clear, thin, taped wrap.

A Tighter Fit for a Tighter Budget
Four locking straps are standard with each AccuLok™
hot tub cover, although ours are not just an ordinary
strap. Ours are sewn from the top of the cover and
over the skirt. This advanced design
holds the skirt securely against the
cabinet preventing out side cold air
and wind from entering the hot tub. The “others”
cover design with their strap beneath the skirt allows
wind to blow open the skirt exposing warm water to
outside elements, thereby costing you more to
maintain hot tub temperature. Save with AccuLok™!
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Points of Distinction






AccuLok proven technology resists water weight gain up to 400% over others.
Revolutionary heat trapping design has proven significant energy savings
over other standard cover design.
Steel reinforcements, 13.2 R value, virgin foam—no regrind foam.
Industry leading limited 7 year warranty. Buy once and buy right.
Sold and serviced in the USA with personalized, non-automated customer
service backed by a staff with decades of industry experience.

Why don’t all retailers offer AccuLok™ with proven performance; they choose to
sell revenue generating standard replacements. PDC Spas chooses customer
satisfaction by designing and offering the best cover on the market.

www.pdcspas.com
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